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MATHEMATICS 
ON THE EXISTENCE OF NON-LINEAR SEMI-SPECIAL 
PERMUTATIONS ON [p"' q] 
BY 
K. R. YACOUB 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of September 27, 1958) 
Let p and q be two odd primes which are distinct. In a previous paper, 
the author has shown that p divides q-1 (or equivalently q divides p-1) 
is the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of non-linear 
semi-special permutations on [p q] ([1], Theorem 4.6). In a following 
paper [2], the author had proved that this condition is not longer required 
for the existence of non-linear semi-special permutations on [p2 q]. 
In the present paper, the author proves the most general result for 
semi-special permutations on [p"' q] when <X> l. This result may be stated 
as follows: When <X> I, there always exist non-linear semi-special permu-
tations on [p"' q] for all odd primes p and q which are distinct. The semi-
special permutations on [p"' q], for <X> l, are also described. 
l. Preliminary results 
Theorem l : (i) If there is a non-linear semi-special permutation n 
on [n] with principal number 8 and if n induces mod 8 the identity permu-
tation, then n can be written in the form 
(1) nx = x+8A. (1 +w+ ... +w'"-1) (mod n), 
where A. is prime to N, N =n/8, and where 
(2) w•-1 _ 0 (mod N), w-1 :¢:0 (modN). 
(ii) Conversely if A. is prime toN, and if w satisfies (2), then (1) defines 
a non-linear semi-special permutation of the desired type ([1], Theorem3.1). 
Theorem 2: (i) If there is a non-linear semi-special permutation n 
on [n], with principal number 8, if n induces mod 8 a linear permutation 
other than the identity and if n I= t, then t is prime to n and n can be 
written in the form 
(3) 
with 
nx = tx+81J!(X) (modn), 
z-1 
1p(I) = 0 (mod N), 1p(x) == R L (x-i)Oi- 1 
i-1 
(mod N), x ;;;;;. 2, 
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where R is prime to N, N =n/8, and 
( 4) 1 +0+ ... +0•-1 = 0 (mod N). 
Moreover, if h be the order of t mod 8 and u be defined mod N by 
t" _ 1 +us (mod n), then 
(5) 
h-1 
u + .2 th-i-1 "P ( ti) 
i~O 
h-1 
(mod N) is prime to N; 
(6) u(0-1) """_2t"-•-1 {tp(2ti)-(0+1) tp(ti)} (mod N); 
i=O 
h-1 (7) _2th-i-1(1+0+ ... +0t'-1)2(0'~'-0'") ""'0 (mod N), for r= 1, ... , 8. 
i-0 
(ii) Conversely, if t is prime to n and R is prime to N and if 0, t and R 
satisfy (4-7), then (3) defines a non-linear semi-special permutation of 
the type required ([1], Theorem 3.10). 
With the notation of Theorem 2, we have the following corollaries. 
Corollary 1: If (0 -1, N) = 1, then n takes the form 
nx = (t-8 R (0-1)) x+8 R (0"'-1) (mod n), 
where t is prime to n, R is prime to N and are chosen such that 
h-1 
(8) u +R { _2 t"-•- 1 (O~' -1)- (0-1) t"-1 h} is prime to N; 
i-0 
h-1 
(9) u(0-1) ""'R{_2th-i- 1 (0~'-1)(011 -0)+(0-1)2 th- 1 h} (mod N); 
i=O 
h-1 
(10) _2 th-i-1 (Oti -1)2(0•~' -0') """0 
i=O 
(mod N), for r= 1, ... , 8. 
For the proof of this corollary see ([1], Corollary 3.42) and note that 
(10) can be obtained directly from (7) on the multiplication of both sides 
by (0-1)2 which is prime to N by hypothesis. 
For the sake of brievity we refer to conditions (8), (9) and (10) of 
Corollary 1 by A(8, N; t, 0, R), B(8, N; t, 0, R) and 0(8, N; t, 0) respectively. 
Corollary 2: If N divides 8, and if (0-1, N)=N, and (t-1, N)= 1, 
then n can be written in the form 
nx = tx+8f-tX (x-1) (mod n), 
where tis prime to 8 and 1-l is prime toN and is chosen such that u- f-thth-1 
is prime to N, h being the order oft mod 8 and u is defined mod N by 
th = 1 +us (mod n) ([1], Corollary 3.40). 
2. Notation and description of the problem 
We use 8 to be a proper divisor of p"'q, N = p"'q, and n to denote a semi-
s 
special permutation on [p"'q] with principal number 8. We use the symbol 
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8 I m when 8 divides m ·and 8 f m when 8 is not a divisor of m. We put 
(:)=x!fr! (x-r)! when r.;;;;x, and (:)=0 when r>x. The phrase ord 
(x, t) =a is used when x is any number prime to t whose order mod t is a. 
The number 8 being a proper divisor of p"'q, may take one of the values 
pfJ with 1<f3<rx, or q, or pfJq with 1<f3<rx. We thus have three cases to 
consider. 
3. The case 8=pfJ,N=p"'-Pq, where 1<f3<rx. 
(i) Suppose first that n induces mod pfJ the identity permutation, then 
by Theorem 1 there exists a number w such that 
(ll} ropfJ-1 = 0 (mod p"'-Pq), w-1 ::j 0 (mod p"'-Pq). 
We observe that, when f3=rx-1, rx, these congruences cannot be simul-
taneously satisfied unless p I q-l. Furthermore, the first of (ll) can be 
broken up into the simultaneous congruences 
(12) 
(13} 
.,pfJ -1 = 0 (mod p"'-fJ), 
ropfJ-1 = 0 (mod q). 
It is easy to see that (12} is satisfied only by 
w = 1 + Qpr (mod p"'-fJ) 
where Q is prime to p and where 
and 
y= 1, ... , rx-{3 if 2{3;;-rx; 
y=rx-2{3, ... , rx-{3 if 2f3<rx. 
Furthermore if (q-1, p) = 1, we see that (13) is satisfied by w = 1 
(mod q), whilst if (q -1, pP) = p•, (13) is satisfied when ord (w, q) = p' for 
1.;;;;i<;e. 
Now, if we combine together the solutions of (12} and (13), and take 
into account the second of (ll), we see that the solutions of (ll) are given 
as follows: 
(1) when (q-1,p}=1; in this case f3<rx-1, and 
w == 1 +!Jprq (mod p"'-Pq), 
where Q is prime to p and 
y=1, ... , rx-{3-1 if 2{3;;-rx, 
y=rx-2{3, ... , rx-{3-1 if 2f3<rx. 
(2) when (q-1, pP)=p•; in this case 
and 
ord(w,q)=pi, for 1<i<e, 
w- 1 +!Jpr (mod p"'-fJ) 
where Q is prime to p, and 
y= 1, ... , rx- f3 if 2{3;;. rx, 
y=rx-2{3, ... , rx-{3 if 2f3<rx. 
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Hence, by Theorem 1, if A is prime to p q when {3 <IX and prime to q when 
{3 =IX, and if w is chosen properly according to what is pointed above, 
then the permutation 
:nx = x+pPA-(1 +w+ ... +w"'-1 ) (modp" q) 
is of the type required. 
(ii) Suppose next that :n induces mod pfl a linear permutation other 
than the identity, then by Theorem 2 there exists a number () such that 
(14) 1 +()+ ... +(),tt-1 - 0 (mod p"-fJ q), 
i.e. such that the congruences 
(15) 
(16) 
1+()+ ... +(),tt-1 = 0 (modp"-P), 
1 +()+ ... +(),tt-1 = 0 (mod q), 
are satisfied simultaneously. 
We remark that (15) cannot be satisfied unless 2{3-;;.~X; in this case it is 
satisfied by 
() = 1 + f9pr (mod p"-P), 
where e is prime to p, and y= 1, ... , (X- {J. 
Furthermore, we remark that (16) cannot be satisfied unless pI q-l. 
Precisely speaking if (q-1, pP) =r, (16) is satisfied when ord ((), q) =pi 
for l<i<e. 
Summing up, we see that (14) cannot be satisfied unless 2{3-;;.~X andp lq-l. 
In virtue of these conditions, we see that (14) is satisfied only when 
ord ((), q)=p", for 1<i<e, () = 1+f9pr (modp"-P) 
Where (q -1, pi')= p• and f9 is prime to p and y = 1, ... , IX- {J. 
Thus 
"'-1 
tp(x) == R 2 (x-i) ()i- 1 (mod p"-Pq), x ~ 2, 
i=l 
where R is prime to p q if {J <IX and prime to q if {J =IX. 
Then by Theorem 2 and under certain conditions to be satisfied :n is 
defined by 
<~:-1 
:n1 =t, :nx == tx+pPR 2 (x-i) ()i- 1 
i~1 
(mod p"q), x ~ 2. 
We turn now to the conditions of the theorem. The reader should bear 
in mind that t ¢. 1 (mod pP), h is the order oft mod pfl and u is defined 
mod p"-fJ q by th = 1 +u pf1 (mod p" q). 
The conditions to be satisfied (see Theorem 2, (5), (6) and (7)) are 
respectively 
(17) 
h-l 
u+ 2 th-i-l"P(ti) 
i=O 
(mod p"-flq) 
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is prime to p q or to q according as ~<IX or ~=IX; 
h-1 
(18) u (0 -1) """ ~ th-i- 1 { VJ(2 t')- (B + 1) 'l'(t')} (mod p"'-flq); 
i=O 
h-1 
(19) ~ th-•- 1(1 + 0 + ... +Or- 1)2(0' r -0') == o (mod p"'-flq), for r= 1, ... , pfl. 
i=O 
We have thus established 
Theorem 3: (i) There is no semi-special permutation on [p"' q] 
with principal number pfl, when ~=<X-1, IX and p f q-l. 
(ii) Further, if p f q -1 and ~<IX -1, the semi-special permutations 
on [p'" q] with principal number pfl are of the form 
:n:x _ x+pfiA. (1 +w+ ... +w.,_1) (mod p'" q) 
with w = 1 +QpY q (mod p'"-fJ q), where A. and Q are both prime to p 
and y= 1, ... ,<X-~ -1 if 2~;;;.<X, y=<X- 2~, ... , <X-~-1 if 2~ <<X. 
(iii) Finally, if p lq-1 or precisely if (q-1,pfl)=p•, let 
ord ( w, q) =pi for 1 < i < s, w = 1 + QpY (mod p'"-fl) 
and let, for 2~;;;;. <X, 
ord (0, q) =pi for l < i < s, 0 == 1 + @p"~' (mod p'"-fl) 
where Q and e are both prime to p and where 
y= 1, ... ,IX-~ if 2~;;;.<X, 
y=<X-2~, ... ,IX-~ if 2~<<X; 
and y' = 1, ... , IX-~ (provided 2~;;;;. IX). 
Then the semi-special permutations on [p'" q] with principal number pfl 
are of the form 
:n:x = x+pflA. (1 +w+ ... +w.,_1) (mod p'" q), for all ~' 
where A. is prime to p; and 
o:-1 
:n:1 =t, :n:x == tx+pflR ~ (x-i)o•-t, x ~ 2 
i=1 
(mod p"q), for~~:;, 
where t is prime to p q, and R is prime to p q if ~<IX and prime to q if 
~=IX and where t and R are chosen such that (17), (18) and (19) are 
satisfied. 
4. The case s=q, N =p" 
(i) Suppose first that :n: induces mod q the identity permutation, then 
by Theorem 1 there exists a number w such that 
(20) wq-1 = 0 (mod p'") , w-1 =f= 0 (mod p'"). 
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We remark that (20) cannot be satisfied unless q I p-1 and ord (OJ,p"') =q. 
Hence, by Theorem 1, if A is prime to p and ord (OJ, p"')=q, then :n: is 
defined by 
:n:x- x+Aq (1 +OJ+ ... +OJa:-1) (mod p"' q). 
Now since A and OJ- 1 are both prime to p, it follows that there exists a, 
number A', prime top, such that A- A'(OJ-1) (mod p"'-11), and n is then 
defined by 
:n:x == x+A'q(OJ111 -1) (mod p"' q). 
(ii) Suppose next that :n: induces mod q a linear permutation other 
than the identity, then by Theorem 2 there exists a number () such that 
1 +0+ ... +Oo-l = 0 (mod p"'), 
which cannot be satisfied unless q I p-1, and ord (0, p"')=q. In this case 
(0- 1, p"') = 1, hence by Corollary 1 :n: is of the form 
:n:x = (t-q R(0-1)) x+q R(0 111 -1) (mod p"' q), 
where tis prime to p q, and R is prime to p and are chosen such that 
A(q, p"'; t, 0, R), B(q, p"'; t, 0, R) and O(q, p"'; t, 0) are satisfied. 
We have thus established 
Theorem 4: (i) There is no semi-special permutation on [p"' q] 
with piincipal number q unless q I p- 1. 
(ii) Moreover, if qlp-1, and if ord(OJ,p"')=q and ord(O,p"')=q; 
then the semi-special permutations on [p"' q] with q as a principal number 
are 
:n:x == x+Aq{OJ111-1) (mod p"' q), 
where A is prime to p; 
and :n:x==(t-qR(0-1))x+qR(0111 -1) (modp"'q) 
where t is prime to p q, R is prime to p and are chosen such that 
A(q, p"'; t, 0, R), B(q, p"'; t, 0, R) and O(q, p"'; t, 0) are satisfied. 
5. The case a=pll q, N =p-11 where 1 <.{J<tx 
(i) Suppose first that :n: induces mod pll q the identity permutation, 
then by Theorem 1 there exists a number OJ such that 
(21) OJtllo-1 == 0 {mod pa<-11), OJ -1 :¢; 0 (mod pa<-P). 
We remark that, when {J=tx-1, these congruences cannot be satisfied 
simultaneously unless q I p-1. Further, when {J<tx-1 and q f p-1, 
we can easily see that (21) is satisfied only by 
OJ = 1 + !JpY (mod p"'-11), 
where Q is prime to p, and where 
{J= 1, ... , tx-{J -1 if 2{J>tx, 
y=tx-2{J, ... , tx-{J-1 if 2{J<tx. 
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Furthermore, when {3 <IX- 1 and q I p- 1, we see that ( 21) is satisfied only 
when ord (w, p'"-P)=q. 
Hence, by Theorem 1, if .A is prime to p and if w is chosen properly 
according to what is pointed above, then the permutation 
nx=x+pPq.A (1+w+ ... +w"'-1) (modp"'q) 
is of the type required. 
We observe that, when q I p-1, w-1 is prime top; also .A is prime 
top, and therefore a number .A' (prime top) exists such that .A= .A'(w-1) 
(mod p'"-P). In this case n is defined by 
nx = x+pfJ q .A' (w"'-1) (mod p'" q). 
(ii) Suppose next that n induces mod pP q a linear permutation other 
than the identiy, then by Theorem 2 there exists a number () such that 
1 + () + ... + ()pfJq- 1 = 0 (mod p"'-P). 
This relation can be satisfied only when q I p-1 and ord (0, p"'-P) = q, 
or when 2{3 >IX and 0 - 1 + @pY (mod p'"-P) where e is prime to p and 
y= 1, ... , IX-{3. 
In the former case, i.e. when q I p-1, and ord (0, p"'-P)=q, we have 
( 0- 1, p"'-P) = 1 ; hence by Corollary 1 n is of the form 
nx = (t-pP q R(O -1))x+pP q R(0"'-1) (mod p"' q), 
where tis prime to p q, R is prime to p and are chosen in such a way 
that A(pP q, p"'-fJ; t, (), R), B(pP q, p"'-P; t, (), R) and O(pP q, p"'-P; t, ()) are 
satisfied. 
In the latter case, i.e. when 2{3 >IX and () 1 + e p'~' (mod p"'-P), we 
follow the same programme used in [3] (see Case (2), pp. 458-461). In 
this case n is of the form 
(mod p"'q), for x;;,: 2, 
withy= 1, ... , IX-{3, where tis prime top q, t ¢- 1 (mod pP q) and where 
R and e are both prime to p which are chosen such that 
(22) u-! Rhth- 1+! R~~11 is prime to p; 
(23) 
and 
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Here h is the order of t mod pP q and u is defined mod piX-fJ by t!' = 1 + u pP q 
(mod p"'q). 
In particular, when y=rx-(3, we see that (24) is satisfied identically. 
Further, (23) reduces to 
(25) th-1 -==0 t-l (mod p!X-P); 
but since h is the order of t mod pP q and 2(3 > rx, it would follow that 
t!'-1 = 0 (mod piX-fJ), 
and (25) is secured if (t-1, p)=l. In this case :n is defined by 
:n:x = t x+rJ q·! R x(x-1) (mod piX q), 
where tis prime top q, (t-1, p)= 1 and R is prime top and are chosen 
such that u-l R h t!'-1 is prime to p (see also Corollary 2). 
We have thus established the following theorem. 
Theorem 5: (i) H q f p-1, the semi-special permutations on 
[p'" q] with principal number pP q ( 1 < (3 < rx) are of the form 
:n:x=x+rJql(1+w+ ... +w.,_1) (modp!Xq), for fJ<rx-1, 
where A. is prime top and w = 1 +fJpY' (mod piX-fJ) with Q being prime to 
p, and y'=1, ... , rx-{3-1 if 2{3;>rx, and y'=rx-2{3, ... , rx-{3-1 if 2{3<rx; 
and 
:nl=t, :nx==tx+rJqR~~(i~2)(f9pY)', x~2, (modp"'q), for fJ~i' 
where tis prime to p q (t =/= 1 (mod pP q)) and R, e are both prime to p 
and are chosen such that (22), (23) and (24) are satisfied (note that y 
takes the values 1, ... , rx - {3). 
(ii) Moreover, if q I p-1, the semi-special permutations on [piX q] 
with principal number pP q ( 1 < f3 < rx) are of the form 
:nx = x+rJ q A. (w"'-1) (mod p"' q), 
where A is prime to p and ord (w, piX-fJ)=q; and 
where t, R and e are restricted as in the preceding case when q f p- 1; and 
:nx- (t-pPqR(0-1))x+rJqR(0"'-1) (modp!Xq), 
where t is prime to p q, R is prime to p and are chosen such that 
A(pP q, piX-fJ; t, (), R), B(pP q, p!X-fJ; t, (), R) and O(p/3 q, piX-fJ; t, 0) are :;;;atie-
fied. 
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6. GonclU8ion 
Theorems 3, 4 and 5 supply us with all the non-linear semi-special 
permutations on [p"' q]. Theorem 5 shows at once that, for all distinct 
odd primes p and q, there always exist non-linear semi-special permutations 
on [p" q] when .x> 1. 
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